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Gene Norrett is group vice president and director of Dataquest's 
Semiconductors group and is responsible for all worldwide 
semiconductor research, including Asia/Pacific-, Europe-, and 
Japan-based semiconductor research. Before this, he was director 
of marketing, responsible for the worldwide marketing strategies. 
Previously, he was general manager for all North American 
technology services. Mr. Norrett was also the founder of 
Dataquest's Japanese Semiconductor Industry Service. 

Before joining Dataquest, Mr. Norrett spent 14 years with 
Motorola's semiconductor product sector, serving in various 

marketing and management positions. Mr. Norrett was also a founder of the 
World Semiconductor Trade Statistics Program and was chairman of the 
Board of Directors of the Statistics Committee. He speaks frequently at 
Client Industry and Trade Association conferences. In 1987 he was voted by 
the San Jose Mercury News as one of Silicon Valley's top 100 influential 
people. 

Mr. Norrett's education includes a bachelor of science degree in 
mathematics from Temple University and a master of science degree in 
applied statistics from Villanova University. 
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Semiconductor 
Manufacturing Technologies 

Semiconductor 
Manufacturing Technologies: 
From Researcli to Reality 

Clark J. Fuhs 

Source: GarlnerGroup 

Semiconctuctor manufactifring issues have been l̂ nown and understood to be driven primarily 
by technology, and Moore's Law has been viewed as the key man&'a in the development of 
this technology. Whether one views Moore's Law as a technology (transistors double every 
18 months) or an economic model (cost per (unction dedines constantly), the semiconductor 
industry has driven to this end since its inception. While we do not view Moore's Law as 
slowing down any, recent acceleration of the lechnoJogy road map and other comjjtexity 
issues are causing concern as to M^ether the price to stay on various aspect of Moore's Law 
will be too high. 

Further, the semiconductor industry is maturing, and the computer Industry, which drives 
about one-third of the chip mari<et and virtually all of the capital spending and process 
technology advances, has recently become less technology-driven and more consumer-
driven. 

Many changes are oocurrtng In response to this shilt. In this presentation, we will focus on the 
manufacturing Infrastructure Issues and ̂ ends. 

Dataquest COGartnerGroup 
Copyright© 1999 

Agenda 
Semiconductor 
Manufacturing Technologies 

• Market forecast and overview 
— Foundry 
— SOOmm equipment 
— Automation 

• Market characteristics and driving forces 
• Megatrends affecting markets 

— "Supply-push" vs. "detnand-pull" 
— Changing rules of competition 
— Infrastructure responses 

• Strategic business assumptions 
• Conclusions and recommendations 

Source: GartnerGroup 

We will look at three maricets specifically: foundry, automation, and the speed of adoption of 
300mm wafer technology, paying particular attention to key driving forces and the martlet 
responses and opportunities created. 

Dataquest QD GartnerGroup 
Copyright ©1999 
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Market—Foundry Semiconductor 
Contract Manufacturing 
M Economic slatNdown 

affacled demand In 19SS 
• Oversuppiy keeping 

pressure on wafer priCM 
throuBti 19« 

n Foundrlss now generally 
compstltlvewithlDM 
capacity 

• OetayedSOOmm transition 
Increases 10M demand In 
2001 and 2002 

• Foundrlss conHnue to gain 
share 

Millions of 
Square Inches U.6.t Billion 

14 

IM7 Ins tm i«x) :ooi laa 

I EZIWBfefDpmantl ^—Bavenua | 

Source: GartnerGroup 

The foundry maritel, or semiconductor contract manufacturir>g serwices at the wafer level, still 
represents about 9 to lOpercentof the silicon consumed In the mari(et,t)Lft represents about 
I3percent of the value of semiconductors manufactured. Tills higher ratio Isdue to tfie higher 
value per square inch of silicon of the products produced in foundries today. Ctirrent low prices W 
this market are creating stiff competition for internally produced products by integrated device 
manulacturers (IDMs). 

The contract manufacturing model is gaining acceptance ^ d la expected to capture 3 to 5 points 
of maricet share In the general semiconductor marttet over the next four years. This trend could 
accelerate as companies choose to delay 30tJmm (at}s or choose not to build 200mm tabs (n the 
next several years, opting instead to off-load producUon to contract manufacturers outside. 

Dataquest CO GartnerGroup 
Copyright© 1999 
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Market—300mniMEqi^^ 
Equipment sates leadSOOmm 
wafer penetration 
- 2004 wafer market 

estimated to tie 10-12% 
penetrated t>y 3D0mm 

Equipment sales to follow 
traditional "double liump" 
pattern tor new technology 
300mm generation should 
follow SOOmm penetration 
path by 10 to 11 years 
Economics questlonabte 
before 2003 
Ultimate driver for transition 
IIKely to be: water sians per fab 

Percentage of Wafer Fab 

Source: GartnerGroup 

One of the responses to lowering costs through manufaduring technology has historically been 
to Increase the wafer size, thereby Increasing revenue, generating capability per fab white 
keeping costs per chip under control. 

Several years ago, many chip company Initiatives were prevalent, and many R&D dollars have 
tjeen spent to commercialize SOOrnm wafer processing. To date, only one pilot floe has been 
txinslructed, and the general outlook is for slow adoption. In fact, current consensus timing for 
300mm production Is now several years later than the chip companies were origirially 
planning—as realities of the cost to develop snd implement have been realized. 

This is an example of a technology that, to date, has been loo expensive to implement yet was 
blindly developed because it was the "next great technology." 

Dataquest believes that 300mm will tie implemented around 2003, but Uie driving forces will be 
economically based, rather than driven by a tet^nofogy need. 

Dataquest ODGartner&oup 
Copyright© 1999 
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Market—Factory Automation 
Msrhet grew Irom $545 mItIIon 
In 1994 to about $1 bIIMon In 
1998 
~2S% Of marttflt Is software 
- Very IlttIe currentIy 

Integrated 
SeveraI ecquTsltlons o) 
software companies i«centiy 
-14% of uiarKot currently sold 
to equipment companies as an 
emt>edded soluifon 
- Grown from 8% ot market 

ln1S94 
Japanese dcHnlnatIon 
declining 

U.S.$ Billion 
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Source: GartnerGroup 

A major emerging marl̂ et that has developed because of the recent change from a process 
technology-driven Industry to one driven by productivity and capital is the automation mar1<et. 

Stil) very embryonic, this area proirides an ample array of opportunities for equipment suppliers. 

Several aspects of Oils market are new lo equipment companies. They are as (oiiows: 
• This market has a substantial software element. 

• An increasing proportian of the sales are to other process equipmerit companies as an 
embedded system solution. 

• It is a market that brar>ches across all process technofogy types and competiiive offerings, 
so a new class of equipment companies witl emerge to fill the market need. 

Dataquest CK>GainerGroup 
Copyrights 1999 
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Market Overview— 
Technology Dii^ctions 

:•••••• ̂  X : ^ •••^.^:(^^??>;^jjj^?.rfo!>j35;B»jJ(KM«3MWrKiK^^ 

Process design chaos Increasing 
— More application-driven niche process technologies 
— Transistor issues: SIGe, GaAs, SOI 
— Interconnect issues: copper, packaging (CSP, BGA) 
— Merging types ol chip tunctronaHty 

Merging of wafer-, chip-, and board-level processes 
— Competitive borders changing 
— New markets emerging 
— Some markets declining 

Manufacturing transitioning to service business 
— Traditional ASIC business model in question 
— Engineering services model emerging 

Rexibility is more important than capability 

Source: GartnerGroup 

This movement ol the industry to a more mature, oonsumef-driven model b actually making chip 
companies respond in various and inconsistent ways to meet customer dem^ids. There are more 
application-driven niche markets, which have many of their own specialized process technokigy 
issues, and there is also the movement toward system-level Integration, 
T?iis process design chaos means that competitive tioundaries are changing up arxJ down the 
food chain. New maritets are emerging as water-, package-, and board-level designs are 
intermingling. Manufacturing and chip design flexitillity Is the new paradigm that breeds success, 
and the emergence of the foundry service business is consistent with this trend. 

In the future, as process design responsibility moves into the equipment company, an 
"engineerir\g servtees" business model will emerge. Examines of this today are tlie services 
provided by Applied Materials in its integrated process flow, Schtumberger's extension of the oil 
services modal into the semiconductor industry through its SABER product, and the integratton ol 
deslgn/wafer/package services in the foundry. 

Dataquest CDG -̂tnerCroup 
Copyright ©1999 
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"Manufacturing Science" Market-
Accelerators and Inhibitors 

Chip Company 
Specialization 

Inh ibi tors 

Equlpnwnt Company 
DlverslflcsOort 

Financial ConBtralnts 

Acce lerators 

Design Service Company 

Delay ol aoomm 

Foundry Technology Availability 

Process Design Chaos 

Strong Market Upturn 

SoLifce; GartnwGroLjp 

We like to refer to (his movement toward a mature manufacturirtg infrastructure as the 
implementation of "manufacturing sdence" technology into the Industry; it can be loosely 
described as adopting industrial engineering practices through the manufacturing infrastrudune 
of the industry. 
The Issues that can aoceterate this trend include the following; 

• A strong market uptuInn, or the delay of 300mm, increaslfvg toundry demand 
' Process design chaos, as mentioned earlier 
• The fact that foundry is now competitive with IDMs on process avaltablllty 
• The emergence of the design service coiDpaoy, completing the avallabllrty of ccii! lt l^ 

services completely 
Ttia issues that can accelerate this trend include Ihe following; 

• Rnanclal constraints, inhibiting investment In the new system 
• The temptation tor process equipment companies to ptovids automation and software 

services, which will confuse the market and waste R&O resources 
- The temptation for chip complies to continue to hold on to their specialized automation 

and planning systems, which are not optimized for the flexible model 

Dataquest COGartnerGrou^ 
Copyright© 1999 
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Maricet Characteristics—Foundry 
;• -..-^ X -..::. :'.'.'..•^•7JLtf:t«{tK:^^^^^>^iSMaMI«Ci^^ 

• Market trends 
— Concentration of capital and capacity 
— Now driving technology In many areas 
— Production efficiency highest In the market 
— Expanding services to design and turnkey 
— Gaining share in chip industry 

• Opportunities 
— Offers iow entry costs for chip companies 
— Enablesfasterinnovatlon 
— Focuses equipment company resources 
— Could grow to 40-45% of infrastructure In 10-12 years 

Source: GartnerGroup 

Market trends in the semiconductor Industry generally incitxJe both the concentration of capacity 
(more squaI^ inches of silicon per fab, now 5x the size they were in 1983} and the concentration 
of capital (f^JS cost 9x more now than in 1983). These trends oocur together with signilicantiy 
lower costs per (unction, so they are not detrimental to the induslfy. This concentration ts part of 
the driving force toward contract manufacturing. This concentration also reduces the number of 
customers for the equipment companies, making for more elficient R&D money spent. 

Foundries are now competitive with vertical \DUs and offer a very low barrier to entry into the chip 
market. More competition speeds innovation, creating the process technology chaos and more 
opportunities. 

Foundries are gaining share in the mafket and could grow to 40 to 45 percent of the 
semiconductor production market in 10 to 12 years. 

Dataquest ODCainerGroup 
Copyright ©1999 
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Market Characteristics—300mm 
• Market trends 

— Adoption by chip companies slow 
~ n&D commitment primarily from equipment and 

material suppliers, different from the past 
— Only one pilot line operating today; two more possible 

In 1999 
— Production delayed to 2002-2003 

• Opportunities 
— lmplementautomatlonstrategiesln2DDmmequ ipment 
— Accelerate productivity advances through automation 
— Cash generated by 200mm equipment Tor longer 
— Foundries emerging as providers of risk avoidance 

Source: GailnerGroup 

The move to SOOmm technology has been the casualty of this movement ixft will eventually be 
adopted, as the sheer size in wafer starts of a fab can be cut in half by going to the larger wafer. 
This fadlities-drivenmove toa largerwafer is different than in the past, when increasing die size 
resulting from chip complexity was a key force. 

This delay In 300mm, while it has burned R&D money recently, actually offers the equipment 
industry a longer life (or cash-generafing 200mm equipment, and automation s^ategies can be 
adopted without adding the complexity of the 300mm transition. 

The 300mm delay actually wii place the foundry as the provider of risk avoidance, and demand 
will accelerate to the manufacturing model that it is driving. 

Dataquest 0!>Gartner(3roup 
Copyright ©1999 
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Marlcet Characteristics-
Automation 

Marltet trends 
— Transitioned from a robotic to a systems soIutlon 
— Japanese domination declining: U.S. innovating 
— Large software market, starting to be Integrated 
— 300mm Initial movement helped solidify market 

standardization 

Opportunities 
— BusIness combinations to Integrate hardware and 

software systems 
— New markets, customers opening up 

Source: GaitnerGrouo 

The automation market is t)ejng driven by the flexitrie and muttipnoduct manufacturing model 
offered by the foundry. This has ted to new thought processes in automation, expanding the 
mode! to a systems solution rather tfian just fotwtics. As a result, U.S. and European companies 
are taidng share from the Japanese in the marttet. 

The start of the 300mm development has actually aided the migration to automated systems, as 
automation is a requirement for the larger size. Standards have been set, new markets are being 
created in equipment and software, and customers are starting to open up. 

Dataquest CDGartnerGroup 
Copyright ©1999 
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What are the key driving forces shapIng 
demand and acceptance trends In 
manufacturing technology? 

— Chip market has matured Into a 
"demand-pulI" marltet; "suppIy-push" 
has dimInIshed 

— Technology aIone Is not enough 

— "System design" strategies winning 
over "chip design" 

Source: GartnerGroup 

Some driving forces for advanced manufacturing technology are mentioned here. These are 
explained in more detail (to follow). 

Dataquest 09 GartnerGroup 
Copyright ©1999 
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Chip Market Has Become 
Demand-Pull 

End User 

M^ "CapabliM'lMlllnB" 

Ctifp Market 

Soijtce: GartnerGroup 

Ten or more years ago, the chip industry was driven by manufacturing process technology, 
enabling chip capability and system-level advantages. This was a "supfrfy-push" business and 
one driven almost exclusively by performance. 

The mantra was: "If you build it, they will buy—at a price premium," 

In the last several years, this has changed, driven by the move of the PC into the consumer 
mari<et. One result is the plummeting price points we see in the PC market today, but earlier in 
the decade, we saw the first indications of this trend. 

Since the 1Mb to 4Mb DflAM transition, price-per-bit crossover now precedes bit or demarKJ 
crossover for a product. Price premiums no longer exist. Up to 1Mb DRAM, demand crossover 
would come in advance of equal pricing, as tiuyers would be willing to pay a price premium. This 
example is only one that we can now attribute to the market pulling only application-driven 
benefits from the chip market. 

Now, the mantra Is: "Performance matters, but costs are an equ^ consideration." 

Dataquest ODGartnerG^up 
Copyright© 1999 
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Source: GartnerGroup 

This is actually In part why the delay in 300mm wafers has haptpened. 

Since the inception of the DRAM, at introducfion, the die size has Increased with each 
subsequent density. This was also true 11 one tracked the die size at bit demand crossover for 
each generation. 

However, starting after the 1Mb DRAM, the die size has remained constant at bit demartd 
crossover In the 80-sq.-flim to 90-sq.-mm size. It is no coincidence that this occurred at the 
same time that the price premiums went away—when the Industry began acting like a 
consumer-<lriven market. 

Dataquest C!s>GcrtnerGroup 
Copyright© 1999 
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300mm Adoption Criteria 
Have Changed 
:^'.^«tH*IfMtM4«KtH»K 

Time or Generation 

The 100 rula governs 
Die size Increasing at 
the same rate as 
before? At all? 
Is there a departure In 
strategy for the MPU 
with the Pentium II 
and slot 1? 
More shrinks per 
DRAM generation— 
causing wafer sizes to 
have longer lives 
SLI-ASIC strategies 
enter as a driver? 

Source: GartnerGroup 

Slru>e die sizes are not increasing for bulk production, there \s really no "technology-driven" 
reason to move to 300mm wafers in DRAM. 
This die size trend Is also evident in Intel's MPU introductions. By shifting SRAM cache off-chip 
and designing levels ot interconnect in the package, Intel has managed to keep its die size (at 
Introduction to the mass market) at a constant size for the last three generations—preserving the 
life of the 200mm (ab. 
Ultimately, die sizes (or SLI-ASIC chips will oome to the rescue, but that is sRII many years away, 
as die size trends are behind Ihe MPU. 

Facilities size issues will ullimately drive the oonvetskin to 300mm wafers around 2003. 

Dataquest €9 GartnerGroup 
Copyright© 1999 
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Semiconductor 
Manufacturing Tech 

• What wlII be the roIe of foundry driving 
process technology? 

— LInewldth gap between foundry and 
leading IDMs tias dlsappearsd 

- SLi Strategies for chip design place 
foundry In the center of actlvl^ 

lologies 

Some driving forces for foundry driving process technology are mentioned here. These are 
explained in more detail (to follow). 

Dataquest 
^ _ ^ „ 1 Copyright ©1999 1 
(S>GatnerGroup 
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Source: GartnerGroup 

The fabless/loundry model first emerged in the early 1980s but gained accelerated use as tabs 
were Idled In the 19S5 slowdown. At that time, foundry capacity was a full three process 
generations behind leading-edge technology. Over the next 14 years, this gap has essentially 
closed to no gap. 

This competitive equality is now changing the face of how internal process wafer capacity Inside 
IDMs competes on the "build or buy" decisionmaking process. 

Further, in an applicaiion-driven chip market, design InnovaSion and software capability are 
becoming the IP and competitive edge, and process capability is now being "commodHiied." 

_. . ^ -.__ _ 1 Copyright© 1999 1 
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SLI Strategies in Chip Design 
Place Foundry as Center 

I I III iiHH im II mjIMMUMH ^ ^ W W ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

Microprocessor 
DRAM 

ASIC and SLI 

Fabless/toundry 
model to become 

the center of 
semiconductor 
Infrastructure 

Source: O&J^nerGroup 

Also, In 1985, the DRAM was the primary driver for process technology. As Intel adopted the fast 
SRAM as the main Inerrmry eel! in the MRU and more than two levels of metal were required tor 
chip complexity, both the MRU and the DRAM shared the process technology driver's seat for the 
market. 

Going fonward, ASIC and SLI designs, driven by sjjedalized application requirements, will drive 
the processing technoiogy more than the other two types of chips. The latiless/foundry model artd 
its attributes are placed squarety in the sweet spot to drive this new technology forward. 

Dataquest (S>GatnerGroup 
Copyright© 1999 
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m WhIcIi InduatrtalengIneOTlngprHcllceswIII 
Ilkely Impact seInrilconductor manufacturing 
strategies, and Iiow? 

— QueuIng theory demands Integration of 
software and hardware solutions In 
material planning and transport 

~ Material resource planning to become 
Integrated In real time 

Source: GartnerGroup 

The fle](ible manulacturing model of the foundry drives the implementation of industrial 
engineering practices into the industry. Some results of this trend are listed here and are 
explained in more IJetail tater. 

Probably the most exciting area for airtomatlon system providers will be software control systems 
and information intelllgers» systems. 

Industrial engineering practices, queuing theory, artd the foundry mode! of production flexltiility 
will require that ttie entire fab operation and process control feedback be linked in a closed-loop 
system, with a master set of rules for operation. This will maximize the output of the factory 
(wafers per day, as an example). 

Material resource planning will be done real time, rather than off line and once a day, as is the 
current method. 

Dataquest QDGatnerGroup 
Copyright© 1999 
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Early 19MStructuIre Future Structure 

Source: GartnerGrouD 

This slide shows the automation martlet segments and the market's interacllons, as well as its 
expected ultimate ewoiulion, perhaps in five to 10 years. Key elements of this new structure are 
already starting to take shape. 
The Industry is expected to fully Impiemeot industrial engineering disciplines, specifically queuing 
theory, in the manufacturing infrastructure. This will require that the intelligence and decision 
making issues in manufacturing tie done in a closed-loop fashion to the hardware carrying out the 
execution. The ATC software Instructs the hardware to route the cassettes inside the fab; the 
material requirements planning (MRP) software takes processing requirements that are input 
from operations management and makes decisions on how to route cassettes in the fab; and the 
MES software is the primary interface to the human user, also called a graphical user interface 
(GUI), It is quite easy to see that the best supplier o( an automation solution would integrate all 
three elements with the hardware to provide a turnkey solution. 

The customer will demand neutrality among equipment suppliers, and this will tend to creafe a 
new se( ot suppliers whose core competencies are automation and software. 

Da taquest <!i?Gartner<3roup 
Copyright© 1999 

Conclusions 
Semiconductor 
Manufacturing Technologies 

• CliIp marlcet has matured Into a "d»nand-puII" market; 
"suppIy-push" has dlmtntshed 

• "System design" strategIes wInntng over 
"chIp design" 

• SLI strategies becoming a driving force for technoIogy 
advances 

• LInewldth gap between foundry and leading IDMs has 
disappeared 

• Foundry In the center of activity 

• Industrial engineering emergence demands Integration 
ot software and hardware solutions In automation 

Source: GartnerGroup 

This Is a summary of the key points made in the presentation. 

Dataquest QD GartnerGroup 
Copyright ©1999 



VjOTrior Recommefidations 
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• Spend R&D money on "systems solutions" 
rather than on Independent technologies 

a Understand your customer's busIness and 
competitive pressures 

a Be flexible 

• Focus on how the foundries are being 
successful, and emulate them 

a Be clear about your core competence, 
and stay within It 

— Do not mix two core competencies 
within the same business unit or 
corporate structure 

Source: GartnerGroup 

Here are some recommendations we would make to equipment companies in order for them to 
participate successfully In the new manufacturing infrastructure. 

Dataquest C!)Gartner(jroup 
Copyright© 1999 
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Donald Straszheim is president of the Milken Institute. While 
serving as chief economist of Merrill Lynch & Co. from 1985 until 
early 1997, he gained expertise in the transnational economic 
issues that have increasingly become the focus of the Institute. As 
the framer of the Institute's initiatives, he is leading its efforts in 
exploring a large global agenda that encompasses technology's 
impact on society and on the economy; developments in capital 
markets and financial institutions; globalization, trade, and the 
effects on international economic performance; and education, 
labor markets, and jobs. 

Dr. Straszheim's expertise has led him to regular guest appearances on CNN 
and CNBC as v^ell as to national speaking engagements before business and 
academic groups. 

Before joining Merrill Lynch, Dr. Straszheim was responsible for U.S. 
operations at Wharton Econometrics and earlier vv̂ as chief economist at 
Weyerhauser Corporation and at Fluor Corporation. 

Dr. Straszheim received his Ph.D. from Purdue University. 
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About the Institute... 

The Milken Institute's mission is to explore and 
explain the dynamics of world economic 
Structure, conduct, and performance by 
conducting research in economics, business and 
finance. The objective is a better-informed 
public, more thoughtful public policies, 
improved economic outcomes, and better lives 
for people. 

The Milken Institute's extensive research agenda 
includes the analysis of corporate finance, capital 
markets, and financial institutions; the growing 
influence of globalization and international trade 
on economic development; the key role of 
education, jobs, labor markets, and human 
capital; the role and consequences of 
demographic change; and regional economic 
performance and its impact, with particular 
emphasis on California. 

The Milken Institute is an economic think tank, a 
not-for-profit 501(c)(3) nonpartisan enterprise 
founded in 1991. All programs and publications 
are provided at cost or less. The Institute brings 
together ideas from economics and related 
disciplines as well as the applied areas of poHcy, 
business, and finance. It actively commmiicates 
with opinion leaders in business, finance, 
government, academia, media, and the non-profit 
sector, and has a wide-ranging cooperative 
research program with these groups. 

The Milken Institute's staff comes from a variety 
of university and practical backgroimds. The 
Institute hosts affiliated scholars on a visiting 
and long-term basis and also welcomes adjunct 
researchers for sabbatical leave. Invited speakers 
at Institute events represent a wide range of 
fields at the senior levels. 

Institute researchers' perspectives appear in 
major national newspapers and journals and via 
the broadcast media. The Institute has an 
extensive publications program that includes a 
policy paper series, trade and textbooks, an 
economics and policy periodical, and a World 
Wide Web site. 

Recent national programs at the Institute's 
conference center in Santa Monica, California 
and in other major cities have addressed 
questions of education and job skills, the so-
called Asian crisis, prospects for urban America, 
the democratization of capital, and opportimities 
in emerging economies. The annual Global 
Conference, held in March, attracts leaders firom 
around the world. 

The Milken Institute's president is Donald H. 
Straszheim; its chairman is Michael R. Milken. From 
1985 to 1997, Straszheim served as chief economist 
of Merrill Lynch & Co., one of the world's largest 
securities firms. Straszheim's expertise is in the 
global economic issues that have increasingly 
become the focus of the Institute. Milken is widely 
credited with having revolutionized the modem 
capital marketplace. In 1989, the Wall Street Journal 
referred to him as "arguably the most important 
financial thinker of the century." 

Ted Van Dyk 
Peter Passell 
Glenn Yago 
Ross C. DeVol 

Executive VP & COO 
Editor-in-Chief. Institute Magazine 

Director, Capital Studies 
Director. Regional Studies 

Senior Fellows include James R. Barth. R. Dan 
Brumbaugh Jr., Joseph W. Duncan, William H. Frey, 
Hilton L. Root, and Robert Sobel. 
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1999 MILKEN INSTITUTE GLOBAL CONFERENCE 
March 10-12,1999 
The Beverly Hilton 

Los Angeles, CA 90210 

Over the past year, various effects of the Asian financial crisis have been felt globally. In 
addition, Russian financial and economic distress, uncertainties about the Japanese and 
Chinese economies, and the evolution of European Monetary Union continue to impact all 
nations. The 1999 Milken Institute Global Conference will update participants on all these 
and other events that have affected the world economy. 

The Issues 
Since the Asian crisis that began in 1997, ongoing events in China, Europe, Japan, Latin Arnerica, 
and Russia are posing new and continuing questions of economic and financial stability in this 
increasingly intertwined global economy. Are the multinational agencies' actions beneficial or 
detrimental? Are some of their short-nm tactics likely to lead to long-run losses? What kind of 
financial rules and reforms make sense? How much will the industrialized countries be hurt in 
1999 and beyond by the swirl of events of 1997-98? What will the global economy and financial 
markets look like between now and the new millennium? How will both portfolio investors and 
direct investors respond? Are new policy surprises or economic and financial downdrafts coming? 

The Audience 
Somewhat larger than the 1998 Global Conference, the 1999 conference will bring together an 
audience of over 1,000. Included in this audience will be institutional portfolio managers from all 
over the globe; business leaders with direct investments worldwide; representatives of major 
securities firms and commercial banks; leading academics in the areas of business, finance and 
political science; senior policy officials from governments around the world; representatives of 
both print and electronic business and financial media; and officials, economists and analysts 
from multinational lending and governing agencies. 

The Sessions 
The conference will take a global perspective, concentrating on recent developments, steps (and 
missteps) taken, opportunities offered and challenges posed. In addition to addresses by senior 
policy officials, we will hold sessions on the imsettled and still-changing regional situation in 
Asia's emerging economies; on China and its prospects; on the efforts to reinvigorate Japan; on 
Russia and other former command economies; on Latin America; and on other areas. 

We will also discuss the still-evolving role of the IMF, the World Bank and other multinatioiial 
agencies; the "euro" and European Monetary Union (and Britain's non-participation); financial 
market development and innovation; labor market and other reforms; the commodity economies; 
technology's role in globalization; privatization's lessons; trade flows, trade rules and trade 
blocs; and cross-border financial and business activity. 

The Details 
The 1999 Milken Institute Global Conference starts v̂ dth dinner on Wednesday night, March 10, 
continues through Thursday, March 11, and ends following lunch on Friday, March 12. Major 
policy addresses by cabinet-level officials will be featured, as well as presentations and panel 
discussions by CEO-level business leaders, global portfolio managers, economists and financial 
Strategists, and academic experts. 
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The World's Stocks Fall 
Market Peak to October 8, 1998 
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Japan on the U.S. 

"The fact is, Japan has developed a 
sounder more efficient economy than 

America..." 

\-'\ "Tlie Japan That Can Say No" 
','• -, J r , l i ' ShintaroIsliiliara 

' • ' '--•• 1989 
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Different Paths 
Dow Jones Industrials and Nikkei 225 

- Xiov Jones Industrials (left) 
- Nikkei 225 (right) 
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Are Japan ' s Best Days Past? 
Real GDP 
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A Japanese Perspective 

"We don't give a hoot about things like 

ROE (return on equity)." 

Kentaro Ailiawa 
Cliaimian, Mitsubislii Heavy Industries 

Januai? 15,1998 
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A Japanese Perspective 

"We'll be in trouble if that kind of 
Harvard Business School thinking is 

brought to Japan." 

• • • Kentaro Aikawa 
Cliainnan, Mitsubislii Heavy Industries 

January 15,1998 
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Reindustrializing Japan 
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1950's - Textiles 
1960's - Steel 
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1980's - Electronics 
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A Russian Comparison 
Real GDP Growth-U.S. 

Percent Change 
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A Russian Comparison 
Real GDP Growth-Europe 
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A Russian Comparison 
Real GDP Grovsftb-Developing Asia 
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'" ' A Russian Comparison 
Real GDP Growth-China 
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Globalization is Here to Stay 
U.S. Exports Plus Imports as Percent of GDP 
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On Telephones 

"That is an amazing invention, 
but who would ever want to use 

one of them?" 

President Rutlierford B. Hayes, 1876 
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On Everything New 

'Everything that can be invented 
has been invented." 

Cliaries H. Duel! 
Commission of U.S. Office of Patents, 1899 
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craze ... will die out 
in time." 

Tliomas Alya Edison, 1922 
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Computers -1949 

^'Computers in the future may 
weigh no more than 1.5 tons." 

Popular Mechanics, 1949 
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High-Tech Concentration 
Based on Employment (1996) 
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San Jose Beats the Motor City 
Population 

Index 1980 s 100 
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"A.I. (artificial intelligence) is the 
science of how to get machines to 

do the things they do in the 
movies." 

- Astro Teller 
' • C a m ^ e Mellon University 
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"On tfae internet, nobody knows that you are a dog". 
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Time to Download Video Clip 
3.5 Minute Video off the Internet 

28.8 Kbps modem 

128 Kbps ISDN 
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10 M bps cable modem 
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Electronic Banking Takes Over 
ATMs in the U.S. 
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Computer Industry Leaders 
Merrill Lynch List (October 1967) 

* International Business 
Machines 

• General Electric 

• Computer Sciences 
• University Computing 
• Data Processing Financial 

• Radio Corporation of America and General 
• Sperry Rand 
• Burroughs Corporation 
• Honeywell, inc. 
• Control Data 
• National Cash Register 
• Scientific Data Systems 
• Digital Equ^ment 
• Mohawk Data Sciences 
• American Research and 

Development 
• Memorex Corporation 
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• Farrington Manufacturing 
• CaUfomia Computer Products 
• Letaco Data Processing 

Equipment 
• Levin Townsend Computer 
• Systems Engineering 

Laborataries 
• Dataproducts 
• Computing and Software 
• EUcPvnic Memories 
' Computer Applications 

Technology Today—Top 25 
Market Cap; September 

• Microsoft Corp 
Intel Corp 
Cisco Systems Inc 
iMcent Technologies 
Dell Computer Corp 
Compaq Computer Corp 
EMC Corp 

Oracle Corp 

Texas Instruments 
• Sun Microsystems Inc. 
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BMC Software Inc 
HBO & Co 
3Com Corp 
Compuware Corp 
First Data Corp 
Gateway 2000 Inc 
Peoplesoft inc 
Ingram Micro Inc 
Micron Technology inc 
Stmieroelectronics N V 
Seagate Technology 
Panamsat Corp 
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Technology's Limits 

"As any musician will tell you, the 
music is not in the piano." 

Computer Visionary Alan Kay 
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Computer Memory -1981 

"Who in their right mind would 
ever need more than 640k of 
ram!?" 

Bili Gates, 1981 

iVIicrosoft Founder 
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The Jlistice Department 

"At this time J do not have a 
personal relationship with a ';-

computer." • -.-• *. /:: 

Attorney General Janet Reno 

May 16,1998 
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Technology and the Glohal Economies 
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DataQuest 
Technology and the 
Global Economies 

San Diego, CA 
October 19,1998 
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Technology and the Global Economies 
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ROE (return on equity) J' 
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Japan Reforms Needed 
• Keiretsu preferences ended 

% Open distribution, retailing, trade, 
transportation ^ •• . •'' 

• Banks down; capital markets up -: ; 

• Ownership; hQt managers, ^p loyees top 

• Accounting iransparency; corporate 
governance 

• "Labor market competition—not lifetime 

• Meritocracy in all areas 
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Technology and the Glohal Economies 

Equities -1998 
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Technology and the Glohal Economies 
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Historical Stock Returns 
Dow Jones Industrial Average 

What I learned from Economists 
was: ^'October,..4s one of the 
peculiarly dangerous months to 
speculate on stocks in,.. 

Mark Twain 
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May, March^ June, December, 
August and February,^^ 

Mark Twain 
mi 

,5;i^ 

MILKEN INSTITUTE 

ffi' 

"Man'' Of The Year 

# . - i '•% 

Mil.RFN INSTITUTFN 

January 3,1983 
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•^^m w^ ff^^-------^ 

Telephones 
* : • • • • : • . • & ^ : 

'\;^l^ v;: 

I ' f ' ^ ; 

« That is an amazing invention, 
but who would ever want to use 

one ofthem?'^ 

President Rutherford B, Haves, 1876 

I MlpCef IKST-• •; 

On Everything New 

.fe 

a Everything that can be invented 
has been invented.-' 

:k ;;fr.;j. 

Cbai-les H. Duell 
Commission of i;.S. Office of Patents, 1899 

M l l . K F ^ mSTHUTF 

t-̂ ---̂ " ';^^a;-^:;;s..f;;k^..;i.,^,:i.^..^-l 
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•S ̂ ^i'\!^.}, .r"!^" \!i'Mf:m«ii^'- -rrn'r^M-^j^ 

t̂ ^ 
î : 

On Radio 

"The radio craze .., will die out 
in time," 

Thomas Alva Edison, 1923 

m-mm^ 
I V l l L K F N i N S T i i : . ' 

Computers -1949 

- ^ ' • ' \i^-''-%^.: 
Coinputers in the future may 

weigh no more than 1,5 tons J' 

. -^M 
?. •. S f f i S ^ - - . Popular Mechanics, forecasting the 

relentless march of science, 1949 

MltKFN !N-

1 ^ ; ^ r^tSii^-'j^a 
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.''%—'gife^-Mj-'^i^ls'llii^^T^SaJj^g^JM^'lVti^^i;^', 
•f^i 

. ^ ^ ; i t V ^ S . I ' '^, 

Years to Peh^lfate 25% df the Market 
Technology 

Household Bectricjty 

Telepbfinf 

Automobile 

Airpfant 

Radio !i 

Television 

VCR 

M k T I ; » ' ^ ; - i ••;- ••^••v-.i. 

PC 

Cel lu la r P^ii;-.;'-

•̂ ""ear 
Invented 

1873 

1S75 

1896, 

1903 

. ;1906: ^ 

m$-
1952 

ii>53^i^ 

• ^^^i% 

imim 
• • ^mm 
iiimfm 

"i'̂ ears to 
Penetrate 

46 

35 

44 

; 54 
v : t .^.^ 

26 

34 

• 3 ' > 

tS'if 

S ' • '' 

MILK; 

High-Tech Boosting GDP Growth 
Real GDP vs. Low Tech GDP 

Percent Change, Vear Age 

4 • 

Total Rtal ( ; D P 
Low Tedi Real GDP 

1992 1993 1994 

Mll.KfN INSTTTLTF 

1995 1996 1997 1998 

~^r -IN v\:u^:i;i[i,^,.M i^ift^iiwttB 
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r!a?"rT-:i 

I'i: 
'i-r 

\\v::f-!^-i.i"::-^->''i\ •..•X}^--,'.,::-.: . ; s s : i . ' ' 'i!' 

Market Cap •^-Techiiology Over Autos 
GM plus Ford ver .; uitel plus Microsoft 

L'S$ mHi^va. 

400 

300 

200 

too 

87 88 m m 9k 92 9^ 94 95 96 97 i^m 

MilKi^N iNSTrrUTB 

rf 

Silicon Valley Beats Detroit 
Shar-e of lodiistrial Production 

Percent 

4 • 

— - J/bjior Vehicles 
Information Processing Equipment 

"••""I I ' ' I'"" 1—I—K r "T'—1 I I I — 1 — * — I t ' l l I I ""t r ' " ' i — » -

75 80 85 '̂ 0 n 

MlKKFN INSTITI.'TF 
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Net Migrffiii'Saiila'CHiira County 
Inter-State Flows, 1996 

"IllfjitjKiinifc 

30 

lf> 

-20 

Outflow from Santa Clara 

# ^ 

Inflow to Santa Clara 

' • a fc I i.i 'i.i 'iniy II I I ,f f„„»^„„.,..._..... 

NV OR a J AZ WA NY IX IL M.-i 

{• MltJCHNlJ^STITUTF'-

High-Tech Congiptratioii 
Based on Employriierit (1996) 

MiLKtNiNsrnun^ 

High-Tech Concentration 

n High 
n Alwve .'\verag* 
• Below Average 
D Low 

• •qs;" •-•'.i..f^--
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P IMex l<im = lUO 

^ ^ ^ . . J l j ; ^ l u l j l ^ . • . ^ • t . , ^ • • , • - j ^ ^ l ^ ^ ^ , ^ j , ; ^ ^ ^ ^ 

SanJ»t)verBe t ro i t 
Population 

125 

120 

115 

110 

105 

!00 

95 

90 

"Santa CiSn-a County (Sar 
Wayne County 

•1 ^ : •". . ; ; i 

C""""^ •'"" "J".;' :. 

. ^ • p 

(Detroit) 
1 Jose);-."' -"j.' • ""*, 'ji^:. 

-%; ^ ' -s: ' i -r;^/^^' 

1.3. million (1980) 

],6mitn<5fi M9y^l 

2.2 mi3iitiii(i98ft) 

2.1 miirionU^^S'i 

SO S2 84 86 

MJLKI-N iNjiTrriiff. 

SS *»8 92 94 96 

' • • ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ l 
What Things Co^.. , , 

Cost of Raw 
Materials and 

-Energy 
•:s%.-

1920s Automobile 

1990s Microchip 2% 

IvIlLKFN INSTITI^TF 
'-•i. . ii; ' ,^fii;MHM: 

' ' ^ ^ ' " ^ - - • ^ - - ^ • ' ^ ^ 

i te?^ 

;g;;^^MSiaa^:ii;i]a?-

"M 

- ^ • ^ " " ' ™ " 
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b^;: 

" '' iM Jll?!,l'i!l™liUJ.'JUSjuu«uju ii|jni_iiji!lm]..jjji!iinl]||i(! jii!iii(.^imiii..iL.ni,^jii.^(iii 
^ , . . ^ ^jj.:i . . J " " --'-'^ ^ " ^ " - ^ ^ " ^ . : . : i \ •. -' " ' " ' ' J i ' . ^ ^ : : . • . • : ! • •^- : - iH^•• i^ . • • • ! . -^jf - - • ' . 

On a New, Lower Track 
'l^tail Sales: Mail i .... aiidTotal 

4I;̂ . 

60 ^5 '70 

MiLkh't^lHSjmnE' 

mf^ 

Thousands: 
IS 

14 1 

13 

12 

IE 

W 

Consolidation in Banking 
• Number of Companies 

so 55 '111 ( 

§ MiLKF.N !NVJ"|Jl.;T '̂ 

\iiM^ --.'.ff.--". ".-'^^'[^^ 
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l l The Microchip »1968 

^f-m 

a But^hat,.: isitgoodfor?^^ 

Engineer at the Advanced Computing Systems 
Division of IBM 1968, commentin^^ the microchip 

MrLKi-N !N.STrri:T. 

Hi-Tech Dominates Capital Spending 
Info Processing as % of Fixed Investment 

Percent 
SO 

^1 
TO 

I I •» " I ' 1 ; m i i . i . i . . . . , [ i J ) 

75 m SS 
, 1 1 1 . ^ - , . . - , , ) j - . i , 1111 .̂. 

9f( y? 

•î  'M.KTN | N s r m . a - E 
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Microprocessor Prices Plummet 
Price Per Millions of Instructions Per Second (MIPS) 

2000 

tsOO 

i;;;,i! 

500 

19S5 ,:>.;.;: ':mri^' 19^4 

• I P / ^ F ? ^ 

:& 

$16 

i99.-

$3.42 
1997 

Moore^s Law^ at WorJ 
Transistors on Intel's Microprocessors 

Year Transistors 
1972 
1974 
1978 
1982 
1985 
1989 
1993 
1995 
1997 

j] Mli.KfN iNSTlTinr 

.i^iS 

3,500 
6,0^0 

i^- 29J)0O 
134,000 
275,000 

i2m,om 
3,100,000 
5,50(1,000 
7,5(H.I,000 

> ; j , ^ 
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iip: 

WMiy()jti.,)Uj^ 

The Computer -1977 

ivfiW- i( There is no reason anyone 
would want a computer in 
their home.^^ 

ft .:'f^ 

'.fiiiiiVi-^-fe.. • -o 
= [JfzJUflg^fli; ' 'S 

* -
:^ . 

Ken Olsonj president, chairman and 
K, 1977 

MILKEN iMsirruTE 
^ 

teT. 

Computer Memory -1981^ 
'M,i^ 

m^ "WA<? |||y#^jr right mind would 
ever need more than 640k of 
ram!?^^ 

;!£ 
••«••:«- • 

|P*'i:,:lS,t' 

I MU.KFN iNSIiTUTE 
_L££L.'-.!" '̂.^tfeA?^::1..-fiJ - ̂ -. ijT .̂! 

^BmGatesa981 
Microsoft Founder 

i:Mj-".fj„.'-:^^,'"i^,o.;ii^!.^:^r^^-..:.. •• ; ^•.,.^!- "^-JH: 
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.^iKliioo; 

50 

40 H 

30 i 

The Internet is Exploding 
Number of Internet Hosts 

99 

Time to Dowriload Video Clip 
X5 Minute Video "off the Internet 

• ' ' .. ' . , / 1-

T - .Transfer Time 
• ^ ^ • % ! - ,• . • • ; • - : • • : , 

28.8 Kbps modem .1^. . -"'^^ ^^^#6 minutes ' 

128 Kbps ISBN ; • ::̂ ' \^ minutes 

4 Mbps eabie modem 
•iS^-'i" 

'^^^- 20 minutes 

8 Mbps ADSL li) ŝeconds 

U Mbps cable modem H seconds 

1 MH.Ki;N It^SHTlT?:: 

- ^ - - . . - • • ' ^ ' 
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Interne! Banking is Cheaper 
Cost Per Transaction 

ms 
:.2 

1.0 

o.s 

i>.<i 

f 0.4 • 

0.2 

{•t.(t 

Ic T,5c 

Internet PC liiiakln^ 

•MUKB-N INSTITUTE; 

107c 

ATM:; '--"M^l;Tei«pho«^;-::;-^ Bn-aacb 

^i^ 

Electronic Banking Takes Over 
ATMs in the U.S. 

;: TliousaDds 
180 

Number of ATMs .̂  

.fij^fi' ' Si^r,!! •.bv •;-y?^.,.:-.-.^r.y.^z^?^s-jSj\\iSif\] 
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www,gr€engrocer,com 

MlLKI^NlNSn-UT, 

• S f 

Why People Shop Online 
Survey of Online Users 

Research SekcdoS^ Impulse OtSner 
Convenience Pflceii : • ¥uti C«';*<mipr Syrvief 

1 •̂̂ "••*̂  KFN iNSTiTUTF 
' l^•^ .cm ^ 1 ^ . . i !"^ ''" f ^ " ' ' id^ •i'spi's^^mvr-----. rflfffiiip q-fg'^' 'j'.i'i^^jjff.". iJ^niniI i- i^dmi ' l i n i I ' M r ^ i r ^ ' l 
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'...i&V,«...!ia! .-..^v 

Rapid Mail Order Growth 
Retaii Sales: Mail Order and Total 

Index: .Ian, i 98= = 100 
400 

50 

' "Mail Order Sales 
Retail Sales • 

'"""•• I i 1 •«""' I ... I ...r.-y™"-»~''•'"«"'—"1 I I 1 

S5 86 S7 Sg m 90 91 92 9i 44 95 9& 97 98 

MILK:II:\ If 

I 

Wal-Mart Overwhelms K-Mart 
Market Capitalization 

| - CSSSiUions 
140 

LM 

100 

ii:8& 

•m 

4i> 

20 

E S Wal-Mart 
^m K-Mart •f^^\ n 

^f. 

% 

:^ir\. "•-'••^: 

i 84 as S6 ^7 Hi: y.--4 -.>;•• •̂ I 91 93 94 95 ^6 97 6/m 
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Top 10 Fastest Growing OSSpSfioni 
Based on % Growth, 1996-2006 

..taj.ji^idMiHiii!!; • 

Percent Growth Annual Earnings 
Computer Engin eers 

Sj5tenis Analysts; 
Computer Administrators & Specialists 
Desktop Pubiishifig Specialists 

Physical lljerapisLs 

Phydtal Therapy Assistants '̂ „ 

Occiipatitfimi 'Hierapv Assistant^ 4--

Medical AsKSistants „ ..-.̂ ^ „ :A; 
Home-Care Aides :;•' 

Home Health AldÎ  ' 

.109% 

•••• 1 0 3 % 

:. iJS„f(. 
74%--• 

Tl *> 
1- " • ! , - • . 

• ' : # . ' ^ ^ ^ ' * 

M". 74':̂ -

85% 

J - I ; ^ ; ! | ^ ' - - •• '• 

S69.200 

^$58.3afJ 

im,tm 
'^iXVMi 

V13JHK) 

S21JkS0 

$18,500 

$16,900 

SI (.,000 

$15,600 

MiLKFN INSTITUTE 

IT Industries Pay More 
Average Annual Wages 

VS% TituLisands 
55 

50 

45 

40 

30 ' 

25 

20 

IT Industries 
Total Prh'are Economv 

•i'm : 

1990 W91 1^992 ! Ei$3 1<»94 139.i 19% 1997 199« 

Mll.KfPN INSTITUTT. 
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. t i j > ^ , ^ v : ^ ! M » ^ ^ l ^ ; j i ^ , . . • . l . i . ^ m ^ ^ : ^ - ^ . : : , ^ . ; ^ T : . j i ^ ^ ^ ^ - . - ^ - - ^ - ^ "•' •-• 
- : - • ^ . 

Age of the Technology Workforce 
Percentage Age Distribution • 

^ H National 
1 :̂:̂  Technol^: 

I'ndcr 34 

MILKI?N INST̂  

SB id 44 4S to S'i Over 55 

I United States Leads in Technology 
Information Technology Spenciingas % of GDP 

Latin ,A.wKTka G^nmuy "̂"̂ "̂ .f,. ^ ^^^^""nn^^-r 4..-, 
_Cfl ikdStat*s C3Mrta«-.M...3C., i.'.h. Other£ur«p . Oth<;r.4M.^ 

E' I MU-KFN 1̂  'V-.^Tr 
i p - . - jS i iS i 
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Global Phone Lines 
Main Telephone Lines, Selected Countries, 1996 

Per J^Mialiitams 
SO 

I f 
Indonesia IfrasJ ' Gtfrmafty l.'aiU'd States 

India Chilis^ i. hilt) ttttag Kong 

Global Cellular Use 
Cellular Subscribers, Selected Countries, 1996 

Per JOtt Miabitants 

Iiidoocsta Braral Germaoy Hong Kong 
India ChSna Chift- United States 

I Mjivj-NiNSTm^xr 
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T^ ?^-- •?^:;2^:i;^,!>!.M:-^ii-ui: ,»^,A •::i,\ -.. .^'^^i. -rrrm-

^ ' • ' : Grobai Computer Use 
Computers, Selected Couiimes, 1997 

Pev 100 lahahitanf;; 

Cbijja Erjiiff] 
(ntSia IrtdciResia 

Germatjv Lfnited States 
i. tiiie Hung Kong 

J MiLKlNiHSTiTUIi: 

Computer Industry Leaders 
Merrill Lynch List (October 1967) 

• International Business 
Machines 

* General Electric 

* Computer Sciences '^''-^^ Jt̂ i-.i'ĵ :'̂  "' 
• University Computing 
• Data Processing Financial] 

• • Radio Corporation of America and General 
•"• %'- * SperryRand „ ^ 

^'••"t' • Burroughs Corporatiftn-
1, ' * Honeywell, Inc. 
f * CmtrolData 

• Naiiohal Cash Register 
• Scient^c Data Systems 
* Digital Equipment 
• Motutwk Data Sciences 

";.. • American Research and 
"•- Development 

* Memorex Corponttion 

% M l ! ;<i"^: '.'-•••- • 

" " " - " " - " • - " • - • • • • - , : — — 

• ~ .*• 'Farrington Manufacturing 
* California Computer Products 
• Leasco Data Processing 

Equipment 
* Levin Townsend Computer 
• Systems Engineering 

Laboratories 
• Dataproducts 
* Computing and Software 
• Electronic Memories 
* Computer Applications 
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• . : • : # 

« 
• 

.̂ : • 

• 

i 

! 

^ y Technology Today-Top 25 
Market Cap; June 30,1998 (USSBiHions} 

Microsoft Corp 
Intel Corp 
Lucent Technologies 
Cisco Systems Ine 
Dell Compmer Corp 
Compaq Computer Corp 
MCI Communications 
Motorola Inc 
Computer Assoc Intl 
Oracle Corp 
Texas InsirumetttH. 
EMC Corp 
Automatic t>otaProcessini; 

MlLivl,-.N iNSTJTliTE 

266 ' 
126 
109 ̂  
95 
59 
43 ' 

• •42 ; -

31 ' 
30 -
24 
2^ 
22 ' 
22 

• Sun Microsystems Inc 
' HBO & Co 
> First Data CoTjf ^ 

3Com Corp 
• BMC SoftH-are Inc 
' Peoplesoft Inc 
' Compuwar^ Corp 
' Gateway 20OO Inc 
' Bay Networks hic 
' Cie-}ta Corp 
' BaanCQ 
• Cadence Design Sys inc 

'•'•m^'^f^^ 
:^M:.:- • 

16 
15 ' 
15 

tl 

a 11 
9 
8 
7 " 
7 
7 
7 

^̂^̂" ^": '% 

Artificial IntelDgence 
- ; '-^^ "••"" - i ^ j : ' •'••'• '^" i^ '^y: . ' "^ - . 
,̂ ĉ ^ .f ^ ^ . r ^ ^ f l i - ' r ^ f f l j ; ^ ^ : 

"A./, (artificial intelligence) is the 
science of how to get machines to 

do the things they do in the 
movies. 

>,• 

•••̂ ' .:^- As tro Teller 
Carnegie Mellon University 

MllKFNlNSTiTtiTr 

,^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
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If-

ttj^u;-!- -rV :̂ J^--!P^fefe!rfb!i7^i|^HJH!i|'*J' !'K'iJ*''*-: J;J : î ?*̂ . •'•^'il'JiiSai^'^j! 

Technology's Limits 

s 
; . ^ 

As any musician will tell you, the 
music is not in the piano," 

Computer Visionary Alan Kay 

MlLK.r̂ N INSTITUTF 

"On the internet, nobody knows thai you are a dog'' 

Mil iTv^TiiTLiTf 

^ ^ ^ ^ . ; - . iw •: '&:r-l '.j-.xSMV-;,'^';-- :•• "jj-'J :j^-^:S;fegfe;ja! 
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. - ^ • "•-:'• • • T " "hi --J^ The Justice Department 

^^At this time I do not have a 
personal relationship with a 

computer,'^ 

•%^.< / ; , ; ^ . 

•• • • ^ . i j j " 

• - - - - - • •••&'i'f 

^mj^^ iVttorney Genera! Janet Reno 
May M, 1998 

MlUffl^ij^^HM?" 
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The Future Convergence of Heterogeneous 
Communications Systems & Services 
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Semiconductor Product Category Definitions 

Current Category Current Definition Category Changes 1 
Total Semiconductor; 

Total I C 

Digital Bipolar IC; 

MOS Digital IC: 

General Purpose 
Standard Product -

(Total IC + Discrete -f Total Optical Semiconductor) 

Defined as an active semiconductor product that contains semiconducting tnateria! (such as silicon, 
germanium, or gallium arsenide, but excluding ceramics). This definition excludes standalone 
pas.sive components, such as capacitors, resistors, inductors, oscillators, crystals, transformers, and 
relays. 

(Digital Bipolar IC -t- MOS Digital IC + Analog IC) 

A monolithic IC is one that is formed on a single chip of semiconducting material. This designation 
has been applied more broadly to mean any device, even muitiple-chip packaged devices, that does 
not contain other, nonsemiconductor, components. This differentiates monolithic ICs from hybrid 
ICs thai may also be multiple-chip but represent a "hybrid" in the sense of mixing other 
technologies within the IC package, such as film resistors or chip capacitors. 

(Bipolar Digital Memory IC -i- Bipolar Digital Logic IC) 

A bipolar digital IC is defined as a monolithic semiconductor product in which 100 percent of the 
die area performs digital functions, and, concurrently, 100 percent of the die area is manufactured 
using bipolar semiconductor technology. 

(MOS Digital Memory IC -i- MOS Digital Microcomponent IC -i- MOS Digital Logic IC) 

A monolithic semiconductor product in which 100 percent of the die area performs digital functions, 
and, concurrently, any portion of the die area that is manufactured using metal-oxide .semiconductor 
(MOS) technology. Includes mixed-technology manufacturing, such as BiMOS and BiCMOS, where 
there is some MOS technology employed. 

New category. General Purpose Standard Product includes Memory IC, Microcomponent IC, 
Logic IC, Standard Analog IC, Discrete, and Optical Semiconductors 

Total Semiconductor becomes 
(Total General Purpose Standard Product 
-1- Total ASIC -1- Total ASSP) 

No change in definition 

Category eliminated 

Category eliminated with revenue distributed to 
other semiconductor categories 

Category eliminated 

Source: Datatiuesll 0/98 Dataquest Semiconductors '98 Page 1 of 15 



Current Category Current Definition Category Changes 1 
MOS Memory IC: 

DRAM: 

SRAM: 

EPROM: 

EEPROM: 

Flash Memory: 

Mask ROM: 

Other MOS Digital 
Memory: 

MOS Digital 
Microcomponent IC: 

Word Width: 

(DRAM + SRAM -t- EPROM -i- EEPROM + Flash Memory + Mask ROM -i- Other MOS Digital 
Memory) 

Dynamic RAM, multiport-DRAM (M-DRAM), video RAM (VRAM), synchronous DRAM 
(SDRAM), cached DRAM (CDRAM), and self-refreshed DRAM. 

Static RAM, multiport-SRAM (M-SRAM), battery backed-up SRAM (BB-SRAM), and p.seudo 
SRAM (PSRAM). SRAMs have memory cells consisting of a minimum of four transistors, except 
PSRAM, which has a memory cell consisting of a single transistor and is similar to a DRAM with 
nonmultiplexed addresses. Note that color palette DACs arc included in the Data Converter/ 
Switcii/Multiplexer IC category of analog ICs, 

Erasable programmable read-only memory. This product classification includes ultraviolet EPROM 
(UV EPROM) and one-time programmable read-only memory (OTP ROM). 

Kleclrically erIisabie programmable read-only memory. Includes serial EEPROM (S-EEPROM), 
[jarallel EEPROM (P-EEI^ROM), and electrically alterable read-only memory (BAJiOM). 
ALso includes nonvolatile RAM (NV-RAM), also known as shadow RAM. These semiconductor 
products are a combination of SRAM and EEPROM technologies in each memory cell. 

Nonvolatile products designed as flash EPROM/EEPROM that incorporate either 5V or 12V 
programming supplies and one-transistor (1T) or two-transistor (2T) memory cells with electrical 
programming and fast bulk/block erase. 

Mask-programmable read-only memory. Mask ROM is a form of memory that is programmed by 
the manufacturer to a user specification using a mask step. 

All other MOS digita! memory not already accounted for in the preceding categories. Includes MOS 
digital content addressable memory (CAM), MOS digital cache-tag RAM, MOS digital fir.st-ln/first-
out memory (FIFO), MOS digital lasi-in/first-out (LIFO) memory, and ferroelectric memory. 

(MOS Digital Microprocessor -i- MOS Digital Microcontroller -i- MOS Digital Microperipheral 
•*• MOS Programmable Digital Signal Processor) 

The word width of a microproces.wr or micrwontrolier architecture i.s determined by the 
maximum word widih of the solEware that can be run by Ihc architecture. This is defined by the 
compmetl accnracy of a ."single ADD instruction. If an architecture can perform a 32-bil ADD in a 
single instruction, then il is a 32-bit architecture. This is independenl of the I/O bus width or the 
width of the integer unit. 

No change in category—but moved to General 
Purpose Standard Product, Memory IC 

No change 

No change 

No change 

No change. Addition of Smart Card ASSP may 
affect this category 

No change. Addition of Smart Card ASSP may 
affect this category 

No change 

No change 

Category moved to General Purpose 
Standard Product, Microcomponent IC. MOS 
Digital Microperipheral .sub-category eliminated and 
contents distributed to ASSP categories 

No change 

Sotirce; Dataquest 10/98 Dataqiiest Semiconductors '38 Page 2 of 15 



Current Category Current Definition 
MOS Digital 
Microprocessor (MPU): 

(8- and 16-bit CISC MPU + 32-bit and greater CISC MPU -i- 32-bit and greater RISC MPU) 

Category Changes 
Some revenue may get reallocated to ASSP 
categories. Pending final definition. 

Microprocessor (MPU): An MPU is a MOS digital inlegiatett circuit that includes an in.struction 
decoder, arithmetic logic unit (ALU), registers, and additional logic. It may contain instruction, 
data, or unified caches, memory management systems, and auxiliary ALUs for floating-point and 
other special data types. An MPU's functions arc determined by fetching and executing 
instructions and manipulating data held in registers, internal cache, or external memory. MPUs 
opcrateout ofextemal memory systems typically ranging from 1MB to 64MB of RAM and often 
backed by secondary memory systems (such as disks). More highly integrated versions of MPUs 
may contain on-chip peripherals, interface, and support circuits. MPUs are subdivided into 8-bh, 
16-bit, or 32-bit and up word width. Beginning in 1997, 32-bit and larger MPUs are further 
<livided into computational and embedded according to the applications into which they arc 
designed. MPUs can be comp I ex-instruct ion set-computer (CISC) or reduced-ins miction-set-
computer (RISC) implementations, although Dataqucst no longer divides RISC and CISC in 
favor of architectural family distinctions (68000, x86, MIPS, and SPARC, among others). 
Similar terms are processor, central processor unit (CPU), and Integrated processor. 

No change 

Some revenue may get reallocated to ASSP 
categories. Pending final definition. 

MOS Digital 
Microcontroller (MCU): 

(4-bit MCU + 8-bit MCU -f̂  16-bit MCU + 32-bit and greater MCU) 

An MCU is a MOS digital integrated circuit designed lor standalone operation that 
includes a programmable processing unit, program memory, read/write data memory, 
and some input/output capability. Tlie processing unit contains an instruction decoder, arithmetic 
logic unit, registers, and additional logic, Uie MCU's functions are determined by fetching and 
executing instructions and manipulating data held in on-chip program and data memory (not 
including cache memories). MCU devices must be available with on-chip program store (ROM, 
EPROM, and fiash, among others) typically ranging from 1KB to 64KB. As an option, some 
MCU devices can be purchased without on-chip memory for use during the debug and 
development phase of the system. Peripheral circuits are typically included on chip toa.ssist in 
sophisticated input, output, and control functions. Standalone digital signal processors are not 
included with MCUs. MCUs are subdivided into 4-bit, 8-bit, 16-bit, or 32-bit word width. In 
1996, Dataquest began separating 32-bit MCUs from 16-bit MCUs. All MCUs are designed into 
embedded applications. A similar term is microcomputer. 

No change 

Source: Dataquest 10/98 Dataiiuest SemicontluctDrs '98 Page 3 of 15 



Current Category Current Definition Category Ciianges 1 
MOS Digital 
Microperipheral (MPR): 

System Core Logic 
Chipsets: 

Graphic.'! and Imaging 
Controllers: 
Communications 
Controllers: 

Mass Storage 
Controllers: 

Audio/Olher 
Microperipherals: 

Digital Signal 
Processor (DSP): 

ICs that serve as a logical support function to an MPU in a system. This definition includes 
MPRs comprising more than one device, such as PC or core logic chipsets. The MPR category 
includes MPRs incorporating, or originating from, an ASIC design. 

Devices dedicated to a particular microprocessor interface that perform some of the basic 
interface functions such as memory management DRAM control, cache control, bus interface 
controllers, DMA controllers, and interrupt controllers. 

Devices that typically interface to some form of system bus to interpret, control, and display the 
visual output of systems (computer-generated graphics, live video, and other images). 

Devices that control, format, and perform handshaking for the transmission and reception of 
information between systems or intelligent devices, which include network controllers, 
integrated fax/modem chips, serial UARTs, and other communications interfaces. 

Devices that are used to control data storage into and retrieval from all forms of mass storage 
media (magnetic, optical, and other), which include controllers used within host computers 
(host-side) and within mass storage drives (device-side). 

Devices used to input or output information through other forms, including audio input/output 
controllers, keyboard controllers, pen input controllers, parallel port controllers, and various 
other devices. 
A digital signal processor (DSP) is a programmable MOS digital integrated circuit (IC) 
designed for standalone operation, constituting a high-speed arithmetic unit (typically a 
niuhiplier-accumulator unit) designed to perform complex mathematical operations such as 
Fourier transforms m real time to generate, manipulate, or interpret digital representations of 
analog signals. Modem DSPs typically access multiple pieces of data in different locations of 
on-chip memory over separate data paths using specialized addressing modes. Most DSP 
functions, such as the muUiply-and-accumulatc function, complete in a single instruction dock. 
DSPs usually include peripherals, which may include analog circuits like analog-lo-digital 
converters. DSPs typically operate on 16 or 24 bits of fixed-point data or 32 bits of fioaltng-
point data, allliough Daiaquest does not currently subdivide DSPs into these categories. DSPs 
that have no version that can be reprogrammcd by the user in assembly or a higher-level 
language arc not included but are classified as fixed-function ap pile at ion-sped fie standard 
products (ASSP), DSP.s integrated on-chip with an independent microprocessor or micro
controller arc classified as either an MPU or an MCU, respectively. All DSPs arc 
designed into embedded applications. A similar term is programmable DSP (pDSP). 

Category eliminated—all revenue moved to ASSP 
categories 

Category eliminated—revenue counted in PC ASSP 

Category eliminated—revenue counted in PC ASSP 

Category eliminated—revenue counted in Wired 
Communication ASSP 

Category eliminated—revenue counted in Mass 
Storage ASSP 

Category eliminated—revenue counted in PC ASSP 

Some revenue may get reallocated to ASSP 
categories. Pending final definition. 

Source: Dataquest 10/98 Datafjiiest Semiconductors '98 Page 4 of 15 



Current Category Current Definition Category Changes 1 
MOS Digital Logic IC: 

Logic IC: 

Total ASIC: 

Traditional Digital 
Gate Array: 

Embedded Gate Array: 

(Total ASIC -t- MOS Digital Standard Logic IC -i- Other MOS Digital Logic IC) 

A MOS semiconductor product that serves a general-purpose function using bit-processing 
technology. This bit processing is defined by hiirdwiring, mask programming, or Held 
programming. MOS microconiponents and MOS memory ICs are MOS logic ICs, but are either 
dedicated to a function {such as MOS microperipherais or MOS memory ICs) or are sollware 
programmable (such as MOS microprocessors and MOS microcontrollers), MOS logic ICs also 
include customer-specific MOS logic ICs. 

New category. Logic IC Includes PLD, Standard Logic, Flat Panel/LCD Driver 

(Traditional Digital Gate Array + Embedded Gate Array + Digital Programmable Logic Device 
+ Digital Cell-Based IC -i- Digital Full-Custom IC-i- Mixed-Signal ASIC + Linear Array) 

Defined as a single-user digital logic IC that is manufactured using vendor-supplied tools and/or 
libraries. Does not include digital ASICs incorporating microprocessor cells or microcontroller 
cells, as these are reported in the microprocessor IC or microcontroller IC category, respectively. 

Traditional gale arrays are ASICs that contain a configuration of uncommilled elements in a 
prefabricated base wafer. They are customized by Interconnecting these elements with one or 
more metal routing layers. Included in this category are channeled and sea-of-gates architectures. 

Embeddal gate arrays are ASICs with a portion of the chip having traditional gate array 
architecture (channeled or sea-of-gates) and with megacells such as SRAM diffused into the gate 
array base wafer. 

Category eliminated—revenue counted under ASIC 
or General Purpose Standard Products 

Total ASIC redefined as 
(Gate Array -t- CBIC -i-Full Custom IC).. 
Under both Gate Array & CBIC there will be five 
application subcategories: Dataprocessing, 
Communications, Consumer, Automotive, & Other 

No change 

Becomes Gate Array, wtiich now includes 
Embedded Gate Arrays & Linear Array ASIC; 
(Gate Array ^Dataprocessing Gate Arrays -i-
Com muni cation Gate Arrays -i-
Consumer Gate Arrays -i-
Automotive Gate Arrays + 
Other Gate Arrays) 

Category eliminated—revenue counted in Gate 
Array 

Source: Dataquest ID/98 Dataquest Semiconductors '98 Page 5 of 15 



Current Category Current Definition Category Changes 
Digital PLD: 

Digital CBIC: 

Digital FCIC: 

Linear Array ASIC 

Mixed-Signal ASIC: 

MOS Digital 
Standard Logic IC: 

LCD Driver: 

An ASIC device thai is customized by the end user after assembly. Included in this category are 
MOS field-programmable logic (MOS FPL), MOS He Id-programmable gate array (MOS FPGA), 
MOS programmable array logic (MOS PAL), MOS programmable logic array (MOS PLA), 
MOS eleetrically programmable logic device (MOS EPLD), and MOS complex PLDs. 

An ASIC device that is produced from a library of standard circuits/cells to a single-user 
specification. This process involves automatic routing and placement of cells utilizing a full 
mask set. Includcii in this definition i.s MOS standard cell IC. 

/\n ASIC device that is produced for a single user using a full set of masks. This process 
involves manual routing and placement of cells. 

A single-user linear IC that is manufactured using vendor-sup]>lied tools and/or libraries. 
Linear arrays fall intooncofthe three types, as follow.s: 
1. Arrays of discIrete-level cells such as transistors and diodes 
2. Arrays of discIneie device combinations referred to as tiles 
3. Arrays of higher-level functional macro cclLs such as operational amplifiers, comparatofi^ 

VCOs, references, and other analog functions. 

These arrays arc interconnected with a inetal mask or by means of some user-programmable 
interconnect scheme. Unlike cell-based designs, they do not have a unique set of masks for 
all layers. 

A mixed-signal ASIC that is manufactured for a single user, using vendor-supplied tools and/or 
libraries and contains Analog in more than 50% of the die area. ASICs with Analog comprising 
less than 50% of the die area should be counted in the appropriate category under Digital ASIC. 

Commodity MOS family logic with fewer than 150 gates. Sometimes referred to as glue logic. 
Examples include: HC/HCT, AC/ACT, FACT, and 74BC/BCT BICMOS family logic. 

Display driver IC designed to control and drive LCD panels. LCD drivers convert digita! inputs 
into the multilevel signals needed to drive liquid crystal displays. Excluded from this category 
are microperipheral controller/driver ICs thai include the LCD drive function and TV LCD 
drivers that accept analog video inputs. These devices arc counted as part of the micro-
component category or analog IC category, respectively. 

Revenue moved from ASIC to General Purpose 
Standard Product, L.ogic (PLD) 

CBIC will also include Mixed-Signal ASIC 
(CBIC = Dataprocessing CBICs -t-
Communication CBICs -i-
Consumer CBICs -i-
Automotive CBICs + Other CBICs) 

No change 

Category eliminated—revenue counted in 
Gate Array 

Category eliminated—revenue counted in CBIC 

Removed from ASIC and moved to General Purpose 
Standard Product, Logic (Standard Logic) 

Removed from ASIC and moved to General Purpose 
Standard Product, Logic (Flat Panel/LCD Driver) 

Source: Dataquest 10,93 Dalaqtiyst Semiconductoss '98 Page 60115 



Current Category Current Definition Category Clianges 
Other MOS Digital 
Logic IC: 

Total Analog IC: 

Amplifier/Comparator IC: 

All other MOS digital logic ICs not accounted for in the preceding categories. Includes MOS 
commodity family logic with 150 or more gates and MOS digital general-purpose logic not 
belonging to any families. 

(Amplifier/CoInparaior IC + Voltage Regulator/Reference IC -i- Data Converter/Switch/ 
MuUipiexcr IC •*• Interface IC -t- Telecom IC + Disk Drive IC + Other Special-function IC + 
Linear /*jTay/AS(C + Mixed-Signal ASIC -i- Total Special Consumer IC -f Special Automotive 
IC -I- Smart Power IC) 

All analog IC is a .semiconductor product that deals in the realm of electrical signal process
ing, power control, or electrical drive capability. It is one in which some of the Inputs or 
outputs can be defined tn terms of continuously or linearly variable voltages, currents, or 
frequencies. Includes on!y monolithic analog ICs manufactured using bipolar, MOS, or 
BiCMOS technologies. Includes monolithic linear IC and monolithic mixed-signai IC. A 
monolithic linear IC is characterized by having 100 percent analog I/O, while a mixed-signal 
IC carries information in both digital (numeric) and signal/power forms. 

An amplillcr is a general-purpose linear IC that provides a voltage or current gain loan 
input signal. Includes operational amplifiers (mono, dual, and quad, among others), 
instrumentation amplifiers, buffer amplifiers, and power amplifiers. Consumer-dedicated 
amplifier ICs are counted in special consumer IC. Amplifier ICs designed specifically for 
one customer using vendor-supplied tools and/or libraries are counted in linear array ASIC. 

A comparator IC is defined as a genera I-purpose linear IC that compares two analog signal 
inputs and provides a single logic bit output. Although the output could be considered 
digital, these products are classed as linear ICs because they are specialty high-gain 
amptificrs, used in an open-Urap mode, and for which the output is constrained to only two 
states. By using a comparator, an unknown voltage can be compared with a known reference 
voltage. Comparator fCs designed specifically for one customer using vendor-supplied tools 
and/or libraries are counted in linear array ASIC. 

Category eliminated —^revenue counted in 
Wired Communication ASSP or Wireless 
Communication ASSP 

Linear ICs moved to General Purpose Standard 
Product, Standard Analog IC 
Analog application category (telecom, consumer 
automotive) eliminated—revenue counted in ASSP 
categories 

Linear ICs moved to General Purpose Standard 
Product, Standard Analog IC 

No change—but moved to General Purpose 
Standard Product, Standard Analog IC 

Source: Dataquest 10/98 Dataqtiest Semiconductors '98 Page 7 of 15 



Current Category Current Definition Category Clianges 
Voltage Regulator/ 
Reference IC: 

Data Converter/Switch/ 
Multiplexer IC: 

Interface IC: 

Telecom IC: 

A voltage regulator IC is defined as a general-purpose linear IC that outputs a variable current 
at a regulated DC voltage to other circuits from a variable current and voltage input. Regulator 
ICs are either linear regulators in which the device provides an input-Co-ou(pul voltage drop, or 
switching regulators, in which the device provides switched tjuantilies of power to a smoothing 
circuit to gain higher efficiency and reduce power dissipation. Voltage regulator ICs designed 
specifically for one customer using vendor-supplied tools and/or libraries ate counted in linear 
array ASIC. 

A voltage reference IC is defined as a general-purpose linear IC that outputs a precise reference 
voltage to other circuits from a variable voltage input. A reference IC differs from a regulator IC 
in that it is not expected to power other circuits. In fact, voltage regulator ICs incorporates 
voltage reference circuit. Voltage Reference ICs designed specifically for one customer using 
vendor-supplied tools and/or libraries are counted in linear array ASIC. 

A data converter IC is defined as a general-purpose mixed-signal IC that converts an analog 
signal into a digital signal, or vice versa. Includes analog-to-digital converters (ADCs), digital-
to-
anaiog converters (DACs), sample-and-hold circuits (SHCs), voltage-lo-frequency circuits 
(VFCs), frequency-to-voltage circuits (FVCs), synchro-to-digilal circuits (SDCs), and digital-to-
synchro circuits (DSCs). All these arc general-purpose data ICs. Also included in this category 
are color-palettc DACs. Consumer-dedicated data converter ICs arc counted in special consumer 
IC, under monolithic linear ICs, Data converter ICs designed specifically for one customer using 
vendor-supplied tools and/or libraries are counted in mixed-signal ASIC. 

A general-purpose mixed-signal IC that serves as an interface between a digital system and other 
external non semi conductor systems. Includes line drivers, peripherals drivers, receivers, 
transmitters, and transceivers. Interface ICs designed specifically for one customer using vendor-
supplied tools and/or libraries are counted in mixed-signal ASIC. 

A general-purpose mixed-signal IC that is used for voice banit communication or data 
communication over voice band media. Tliis category includes codecs, combos and SLACs, 
SLICs, modem and fax/modem ICs, dialer and ringer ICs, repeaters, cellular communications 
ICs, ISDN ICs, telecom niter ICs, and other telecom-speciric circuits. Telecom ICs designed 
specifically for one customer using vendor-supplied tools and/or libraries are counted in mixed-
signal ASIC. 

No change—but moved to General Purpose 
Standard Product, Standard Analog IC 

No change—but moved to General Purpose 
Standard Product, Standard Analog IC 

No change— îHli moved to General Purpose 
Standard Prpttaet, Standard Analog IC 

Category eliminated —revenue counted in 
Wired ASSP or Wireless ASSP 

Sotttce:Oata[|uest 10/98 Oiitaqtiest Semiconductors ̂ 93 Page Sal 1: 



Current Category Current Definition Category Clianges 1 
Disk Drive IC: 

Other Special-Function IC: 

Total Special Consumer IC: 

Video Special 
Consumer IC: 

Audio Special 
Consumer IC: 

Other Special 
Consumer IC: 

Special Automotive IC: 

Total Discrete: 

A nIixcd-signal IC that is designed specifiealiy for the rotating mass storage market. 
Applications include the read/write path from preamp up to the EN DEC. head positioning 
controller, and spindle motor control. Disk drive ICs designed specifically for one customer 
using ventior-supplied tools and/or libraries are counted in mixed-signal ASIC. 

An IC that is cither a general-purpose IC that does not fit into the other categories or market/ 
application-specific ICs for which a category does not yet exist. Tlie main products that fall into 
this category include tlIners, phase-locked loops (PLLs), volt age-con trolled oscillators (VCOs), 
signal/function generator IC^, and analog multipliers. Other special-function ICs designed 
specifically for one customer using vend or-sup pi led tools and/or libraries are counted in (he 
Linear Array/ASIC IC category. 

(Video Special Consumer IC -t- Audio Special Consumer IC + Other Special Consumer IC) 

A general-purpose IC that is dedicaletl to general consumer applications but is not application-
specific. Consumer ICs designed specifically for one customer using vendor-supplied tools 
and/or libraries are counted in linear array ASIC. 

An IC implemented for video applications. 

An IC implemented for audio applications, including radio and speech synthesis and recognition. 

An IC implemented in other consumer applications such as electronic games, personal and home 
appliances, and electronic cameras. 

An IC that is used in the following automotive applications: entertainment, engine control, 
safety, traction, and tn-car elect deal and suspension systems. Special automotive ICs designed 
specifically for one customer using ventloi-supplied tools and/or libraries are counted in linear 
array ASIC, 

(Transistor + Diode -i- Thyristor + Other Discrete) 

A discrete semiconduetor is defined as a single semiconductor component such as a transistor, 
Diode, or thyristor. Although multiple devices may be present in a package, they are still 
considered discretes if they have no internal functional interconnection and are applied in the 
same manner as other discrete devices. 

Category eliminated—revenue counted in Mass 
Storage ASSP 

Category eliminated. Revenue distributed to other 
semiconductor categories. 

Category eliminated—revenue counted in Consumer 
ASSP (Video ASSP, Audio ASSP, or Other ASSP) 

Category eliminated—revenue counted in Consumer 
ASSP (Video ASSP) 
Category eliminated—revenue counted in Consumer 
ASSP (Audio ASSP) 

Category eliminated—revenue counted in Consumer 
ASSP (Other Consumer ASSP) 

Category eliminated—revenue counted in Automotive 
ASSP 

No change—but moved to General Purpose 
Standard Product, Discrete 

No change 

Source: Dataquest 10/98 Dataquest Semiconductors '98 Page 9 of 15 



Current Category Current Definition Category Changes 
Transistor: 

Small-Signal Transistor: 

Power Transistor: 

Bipolar Power Transistor: 

MOS Power Transistor: 

Power IGBT Transistor: 

Diode: 

Small-Signal/Reference 
Diode: 

Power Diode/Rectifier: 

Thyristor: 

Other Discrete: 

Total Optical Semicionductor: 

(Small-Signal Transistor + Power Transistor) 

Signal transistors, RF microwave transistors, dual transistors, MOS field-effect 
transistors (MOS-FETs), conductivity modulated field-effect transistors 
(COMFETs), insulated gate bipolar (ran,>!istors (IGBTs), and MOS-bipolar 
transistors (MBTs). All rated t>etow IW power dissipation. 

(Bipolar Power Transistor -i- MOS Power Transistor -i- Power IGBT) All are rated 
at IW power dissipation and above. 

Bipolar Darlington transistor, bipolar microwave transistor, and bipolar radio 
frequency (RF) transistor. 

MOS field-effect transistor (MOS-FET), MOS microwave transistor, and MOS 
radio fre<|uency (RF) transistor. 
Insulated gate bipolar transistor (IGBT). Also includes conductivity modulated 
lleld-effect transistor (COMFET), MOS-bipolar transistor (MBT), and GEMFET. 

(Small Signal/Reference Diode -i- Power Diode/Rectifier) 

Signal diodes, Schottky diodes, zener diodes, switching diodes, voltage reference 
diodes, voltage regulator diodes, and rectifier diodes. All are rated below 0.5A. 

Zener diodes and rectifier diodes. All are rated 0.5 A and above. 

Thyristors, silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs), diacs, and triacs. Also includes 
solid-state relays (SSRs) incorporating triacs, thyristors, resistors, and capacitors. 

All other discrete semiconductor products not accounted for in the preceding categories. 
Includes microwave diodes, varactors, tuning diodes, tunnel effect diodes, and selenium 
rectifier.'i. Dties not include thermistors and varistors. 

(Total LED Lamp/Display -I- Optocoupler + CCD -f Laser Diode + Photosensor -I- Other 
Optical Semiconductor) 

A semiconductor product in which photons induce the fiow of electrons, or vice versa. 
Other functions may also be integrated onto the product, Tliis category does not include 
LCD, incandescent displays, fluorescent displays, cathode ray lubes (CRTs), or plasma 
di.splays. 

No change 

No change 

Power Transistor not changed—but 
subcategories are eliminated 

Subcategory eliminated 

Subcategory eliminated 

Subcategory eliminated 

No change 

No change 

No change 

No change 

No change 

No change—but moved to General Purpose 
Standard Product, Optical Semiconductor 
No change 
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Current Category 
Total LBD Lamp/Display: 

Infrared LED Lamp/Display: 

other LED Lamp/Display: 

(^te^&ii^i^' 

CCD: 

Laser Diode: 

Photosensor: 

Other Optical 
Semiconductor: 

Current Definitton 
(Infrared LED Lamp/Display + Other LED Lamp/Display ) 

Infrared LED lamps/displays are single light-emitting diodes or an array of LEDs 
consisting of more than one die (in the case of displays) functioning in the invisible 
infrared range. 

Includes visible LEDs and other LED products nol included elsewhere. A visible 
LED lamp is defined as a light-em it ting diode for which the light is visible: a 
semiconductor product consisting of a single die in which photons are emitted at 
frequencies dependent upon the semiconductor material employed. An LED 
display i.s defined as an array of LEDs: a semiconductor product consisting of more 
than one die in which photons are emitted at frequencies dependent upon the 
semiconductor material employed and where the light transmission is visible. 

An opiocoupler or optoisolator, A semiconductor product consisting of an LBD 
separated from a photosensor by a transparent, insulating, dielectric layer. These 
are mounted inside an opaque package. Includes optointerrupters, in which the 
separation between LED and photosensor is large enough to aIlow external 
physical systems to influence the device. 
A charge-coup led device. A semiconductor product consisting of an array of 
photoUiodes, an analog CCD shift register, and an output circuit. Includes linear 
array CCDs wiih serial shift registers and area array CCDs with parallel shift 
registers. Includes charge injection device (CID), charge-coupled photodiode 
(CCP), charge-priming device (CPD), and self-scanning photodiode (SSP). 

A diode thai produces coherent light. A semiconductor product in which the 
hetcrojunction structure .stimulates light amplificalion by stimulated emission of 
radiation (laser), resulting in coherent light. Includes Fabrey-Perot laser diodes, 
pulsed laser diodes, and phase-shifted laser diodes. 

(Photodiode + Phototransistor) 

A diode or transistor in which photons are used to affect current flow or electric potential. 

All other optical semiconductor devices not accounted for in the preceding categories. Includes 
solar cells and optical thermal piles. 

Category Changes { 
No change 
No change 

No change 

No chang^: 

No change: 

No change 

No change 

No change 
No change 
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Hsvi Category 
Total Application Specific Standard Product (ASSP) 

Proposed Definition 
ASSP includes sub-categories of Dataprocessing ASSP, Communication ASSP, Consumer ASSP, 
Automotive ASSP, and Other ASSP 
An IC that is designed for use in a distinct electronic etjuipmenl category and is marlfeted to mulliple 
companies. The IC may be a digital, analog, or mixed signal chip. Digital and mixed signal ICs in this 
category typically contain varying combinations of functional blocks including one or more processor 
(IvIPU, MCU, or DSP) cores, memory, interface circuits, and custom logic that tailors and optimizes the 
tCfor use in a targeted electronic e(]uipnient market. ITicse ICs may be programmable or fixed function. 
ASSP differ from ASICs in that ASSP arc intended for sale to multiple equipnnent manufacturers, 
whereas ASICs are sold to single equipment manufacturers only. ASIC designs are customer driven, even 
when executed by the ASIC vendor, rather than market driven as in the case of ASSP. The existence of 
marketing collateral such as a data sheet is one strong indication that a given device falls into the ASSP 
category. Even stronger evidence thai a device is an ASSP is the actual sale to multiple equipment 
manufacturers. 
ASSP are distinguished from genera! puipose DSP, MPU, and MCU products by their exclusive potential 
application in a single product category. If an IC containing a DSP, MPU, or MCU core can be 
reprogramnied through software modifications by the user so that it can be reasonably used in more than 
one type of equipment h should not be categorized as an ASSP but as the appropriate general purpose 
microcomponent (MPU, MCU, or DSP). For example, if an IC is designed and marketed for exclusive use 
as a baseband processor in a digital cellular/PCS system such as GSM, CDMA, NA-TDM A, or PDC, 
It should be categorized as an ASSP even if it has a DSP core. TTiis includes possible usage in different 
dual-mode, dual-band, multi-mode, etc. handsets. However, if the same IC can be reconfigured through 
soHware for reasonable use in other applications such as wireless local area networks (WLAN), pagers, or 
other mobile and nonmobile applications it should be categorized as the appropriate general purpose 
microcomponent {MPU, MCU, or DSP). 
As another example, if an IC with an MPU core is designed and marketed For exclusive use as a graphics/video 
processor in a video game console it should be categorized as an ASSP. However, if the same chip could be 
reconfigured through software for reasonable use in other applications such as a digital TV, digital camcorder, 
or other application it should be categorized as a general purpose MPU, 
As a third example, RFlCs, such as power amplifiers or transceivers, that are designed For specific wireless 
applications, should be categorized as ASSP. On the other hand, pha.se-locked loops (PLLs) and voltage-
controlled oscillators (VCOs) can be used across multiple applications and should be categorized as 
general purpose components, 

Sosirce: Oataquest 10/98 Dataquest Semiconductors Page 12 0115 



Uevt Category 
Dataprocessing ASSP 

Prnnoseci Delinition 
Dataprocessing ASSP includes subcategories of PC ASSP, Mass Storage ASSP. and Other DP ASSP 

PC ASSP An ASSP that is tailored for use on PC or workstation motherboards, daughter cards, or standard add-in cards. 
Functions of PC ASSP primarily include system logic for PC architecture platforms (commonly called "core 
logic") and multimedia processing coupled with PC-oriented interface."! such a,s ISA, EISA, PCI, AGP, VIP, 
VMl, VAFC, AC-link. Core logic functions include host-side mass storage interfaces and controIters as 
well as host-side general I/O interfaces and controllers when the chip products are targeted at the PC market. 
Some specific examples of PC ASSP products are PC core logic cliipsels, PC graphics control let^/accclcrators, 
PC audio chips including AC-97 codecs, I/O controllers such as PCMCIA and PC Card controllers, Super I/O 
and Ultra I/O products, and USB/1394/SCSl host-side controllers that have PC-specilk host interfaces 
(PCI, ISA). 
Note: Network interface chips and modem chipsets are counted in the Wired Communications ASSP category 
even though they could fit the PC ASSP definition. 
An ASSP that is tailored for use in a mass storage application. Functionsof mass storage ASSP primarily 
include read or read/write pre-aniplificr, read or read/write channel processing, servo (head positioning and 
motor control optimized for storage), data formatter, data cont(i>!ler, audio and video processing for optical 
versions, and host interface. 
Nole: Any IC that may be used in other applications than mass storage, is classified in the appropriate 
standard IC category. For example, a SCSI, or IEEE 1394, or Fibre Channel (FC) IC that could also be used 
not only in a mass storage application, but also in a printer is classified as an Interface IC in the general purpose 
analog IC category. 
Note: A mass storage controller that is used on a PC board is classified as a PC ASSP. 

Other Dataprocessing ASSP An ASSP that is tailored for use in computer peripheral (except data storage device) applications. These 
peripherals include monitors, printers, scanners and any other data processing dedicated systems (except 
smart cards) such as copiers, funds-transfer machines, point-of-sales terminals, etc. 
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New Category Proposed Definition 1 
Communication ASSP 

Wired Communication ASSP 

Wireless Communication ASSP 

Consumer ASSP 

Communication ASSP includes sub-categories of Wired Communication ASSP and Wireless 
Communication ASSP 
An ASSP that includes one or more of the following functions: LAN transceivers (and elemental 
components), LAN MACs, LAN port functions, LAN shared metiia repeaters, LAN switch functions, ATM 
Functions (like LAN), T/E carrier functions (LIUs, frammers, multiplexers, mappers), SONBT/SDH 
functions (amps, drivers, eiock recovery, termination, muUiplexers, mappers), iraditional line card (SLIC, 
filter/cotlec, otiier voice switch elements), ISDN functions, HDLC funeiions, ADPCM functions, echo 
cancellation, voice band modem, xDSI., cable modem, telephone functions (dialer, ringer, speech circuit, 
answering machine, speaker phone, caller ID). 

An ASSP that includes one or more of the following functions: Baseband processing including vocoding, 
channel coding, and power management for cellular/PCS (including "TTiird Generation" products), cordless, 
satellite voice and data communications, wireless local loop (Wl.L), Enhanced Specialized Mobile Radio 
(HSMR), etc., for subscriber and infrastructure products; MAC and PHY functions in WLAN and 
wireless modem products; Pager baseband processing for POCSAG, FLEX, ReFLEX, InFLEXion, and ERMES; 
RF small signal and power amplification; RF transmit and receive processing including up/down-
converters, I/Q modulation/demodulation, switching, and attenuation. 
Note: Wireless ICs used in TV-centric satellite set-top boxes and terrestrial (DVB) set-top boxes, broadcast 
radio and broadcast television, and remote control toys should be counted in the consumer ASSP category. 
Consumer ASSP includes sub-categories of Consumer Video ASSP, Consumer Audio ASSP, Otiier 
Consumer ASSP and Smart Card ASSP 
An ASSP that is tailored for use in a consumer electronics application. These applications include video, audio, 
interactive protiuets, personal electronics, and appliances. Specific products that consumer ASSP can be 
tailored for include next-generation platforms such as Video CD players, DVD players, digital satellite set-top 
boxes, digital cable set-top boxes, digital still cameras, digital camcorders, and digital televisions. Consumer 
ASSP include one or more of the following functions: tuning, audio processing, video processing, demodulation, 
error correction, video compression/ decompression, audio compression/decompression, encryption/decryption, 
image sensing, analog image processing, A/D anci D/A conversion, data processing, graphics/on-screen display, 
LCD control and anaiog video encoding. 
Note: ASSP used in cordless telephones, pagers, and answering machines should not be included in the 
consumer category, but rather in the communications segment; ASSP used in computers, printers and fax 
machines should be counted in the PC or other data processing ASSP categories. 
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New Category Proposcti Definition 
Consumer Video ASSP 
Consumer Audio ASSP 
Other Consumer ASSP 
Smart Card ASSP 

Automotive ASSP 

Other ASSP 

To be determined 
To be determined 
To be determined 
An ASSP that is tailored for use in chip cards. Chip card ASSP can cither be memory devices that integrate 
logic and/or security features designed for chip card applications, or they can be microconirollers that integrate 
additional logic or ."security features designed for smart card applications. Security features include specific 
design, packaging, or manufacturing attributes thai are intended to foil allempts to illicitly obtain data from the 
smart card. Uiey also include logic designed specifically to encrypt data in order to prevent interception of 
sensitive or valuable information. At a minimum, to be categorized as an ASSP, memory must include 
additional logic on chip that tailors the chip for exclusive use in a chip card application. Chip card functions 
include contact interface, contactless interface, data storage, data encryption, data processing, user interface, 
authentication, and biometric identification. 
An ASSP that is tailored for use in automotive applications. Functions of automotive ASSP primarily include 
engine controls, entertainment, navigation, body electric, and safety such as air bags and antilock brakes. 
Other ASSP includes subcategories of Industrial, Medical, Mil-Aero, & Other 
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